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A fixed-base simulator evaluation of a flight director
for maintaining longitudinal control of a helicopter in the
hover mode of operation was made. Test subjects performed
ninety-second precision hovering tasks utilizing two cock-
pit displays. The second display differed from the first
only by the addition of the flight director indicator.
The helicopter and each display were simulated on a hybrid
computer. The hovering task consisted of minimizing root
mean square longitudinal and vertical deviation from an
initial equilibrium position. Root mean square performance
data and numerical pilot opinion ratings were obtained.
These data indicated significant improvement in performance
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g Acceleration of gravity, ft/sec .
h Height deviation from reference position, ft.
•
h Vertical velocity, ft/sec.





M Moment about y stability axis, ft-lbs.
m Aircraft mass, slugs,
q Aircraft pitching rate, radians/sec.
U Aircraft reference velocity, ft/sec.
u Perturbation vehicle velocity along x stability
axis, ft/sec.
u Horizontal turbulence velocity, ft/sec.
w Perturbation vehicle velocity along z stability
axis, ft/sec.
x Longitudinal deviation from reference position, ft
X Force component along x stability axis, lbs.
Z Force component along z stability axis, lbs.
6g Cyclic pitch control input, displacement
measured in feet at the pilot's hand.
6~ Collective pitch control input, displacement
measured in feet at the pilot's hand.
G Aircraft pitch angle, radians.

The following stability derivatives are defined for
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In recent years much emphasis has been placed on the
development of vertical take-off and landing aircraft.
This heightened interest in the field has been brought
about by air traffic congestion near large cities and
by recent Navy reassessment of the role of the large
aircraft carrier as opposed to smaller, more mobile
aircraft carriers. Since a major advantage of VTOL
aircraft is the capacity to operate from restricted
spaces, it is mandatory that such aircraft be equipped
with instrumentation that augments the human pilot to
permit safe and reliable operation from these areas
[Ref. 1]. One method of achieving this instrumentation
has been to utilize electronic displays [Refs. 1, 2,
and 3]. The purpose of this project was to evaluate the
effect on pilot performance when a basic electronic display
was augmented with a flight director.
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II. METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
A hybrid computer was utilized to simulate the longi-
tudinal flight dynamics of a UH-1H helicopter in the hover
mode of operation. Conventional helicopter- type controls
were used to generate inputs to the computer. The cyclic
stick provided attitude control inputs and the collective
control provided power inputs for height control.
The longitudinal motion of a helicopter can be depicted
by the following equations of motion [Ref. 4].
u = X u + X w + X a - g9 + X, S__ + X. 6_ - X u CTu w qn & 6 B 6 C u g
w = Z u + Z w + (U + Z )q + Z. 6„ + Z x 6 n - Z uu w ^ o q J l ^R <5 r C ug
q = (M + M-Z )u + (M + M-Z )w + [M + M- (U + Z )]qn v u w u J K w w w^ L q w^ o q' jn









These equations incorporate the following assumptions:
1. The vehicle is idealized as a rigid airframe
to which is attached a rotor.
2. The rotor is described by its tip path
plane whose orientation determines the
propulsive and aerodynamic forces and
moments
.
3. No rotor degrees of freedom are considered
other than control inputs which serve to
describe instantaneous tip path plane
orientation.
4. All coupling between longitudinal and
lateral motion is ignored.
5. Linearized small perturbation theory is
used to describe the motion about a
horizontal reference flight path.
Table I lists the values for the stability derivatives
used in the simulation. Elimination of those values that
were zero and recognition of the fact that in the hover
mode, U =0, led to the following equations of motion:
u = X u + X w + X q - g6 + X- S D + Xx 6_ - X uu w q
n 6 5 b C U g
w=Zu+Zw+Zq+Z x 6+Z x 6 n -Zuu w q n °B <5 r C ug
q = M u + M w + M q + M. &„ + M r S„ - M un u w q
n 5





The flight director law to be evaluated in this
simulation can be represented in transfer function form
by the following:
u 5 (-0.005498s - 0.001375)
^ 0.03859s - 0.001814)
(4.377s + 1.532)
+
(s + l)(^3 + 1)
D
It can be shown from the preceding representation that
B




where 6 R = commanded cyclic control in feet at pilot's
D
hand.
The vehicle equations of motion were amplitude scaled
and programmed on the analog portion of the hybrid computer
The hybrid computer gave real time solutions to the equa-
tions of motion, generated the baseline and flight
director cockpit displays, and computed RMS performance
data for each display. The horizontal turbulence, whose
power spectrum is shown in Table II, was represented as
14

the sum of five sine waves, shown in Table III. The ampli-
tudes and frequencies of these sinusoids were chosen so
that the distribution of power with frequency of the sum
of the sine waves closely approximated that of the spectrum





III. DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
A hybrid computer was utilized to (1) determine real
time solutions to the helicopter longitudinal equations
of motion, (2) generate the baseline and flight director
displays and (3) compute performance data. The hybrid
computer consisted of a Scientific Data Systems SDS 9300
digital computer, a Comcor CI-5000 analog computer, and an
Adage AGT/10 graphics display. The digital computer
controlled the analog computer and the graphics terminal.
The digital program is listed in Appendix A. A schematic
of the analog computer set-up is shown in Appendix B.
Control inputs generated by the pilot were fed directly to
the analog computer by means of gear driven potentiom-
eters attached to the cyclic and collective controls.
Figure 1 shows the physical arrangement of the helicopter
controls and the cockpit display. The spring restrained
cyclic stick was linear in displacement with respect to
applied force (Fig. 2). The collective lever required
a small force of 0.5 lb. to overcome a friction lock,
but was otherwise free to travel.
16

IV. DESCRIPTION OF DISPLAY
The basic display utilized in the precision hovering
task is shown in Figure 3. The symbol representing the
position of the nose of the helicopter with respect to the
horizon remained fixed in the center of the display. The
square pad traversed vertically on the screen and served
as a sensitive position indicator. The pad therefore
provided information similar to that which the pilot would
obtain by looking at the ground from the cockpit. When the
pad was at the center of the screen and superimposed on the
aircraft symbol, the helicopter was positioned over the
reference point. As the helicopter moved 25 feet forward
and rearward with respect to the reference hovering posi-
tion, the pad moved one inch toward the bottom and top of
the display respectively. The height deviation indicator
was located at the lower left of the display. It consisted
of a horizontal bar which traveled vertically up or down
at the rate of 50 feet deviation from reference per inch of
display indicator movement. This was a "fly to M device
since as the bar moved up, the proper response was to pull
up on the collective control to move the bar back to the
reference position.
The basic display was augmented with a flight director
indicator by entering the appropriate input data to the
digital computer. The flight director was symbolized by
17

a "T-bar" which grew out of the aircraft symbol in the
center of the pad and was scaled such that one foot of
commanded cyclic motion produced one inch of director
movement. It was also a "fly-to" device in that as the
pad moved toward the top of the display, the T-bar would
extend downward indicating that the pilot, should ease
the aircraft nose below the horizon and fly to the pad.
As the helicopter approached the reference position, the
T-bar would gradually recede in length until the horizontal




Volunteer pilots with Navy fleet experience in
helicopters were utilized as test subjects to evaluate
the effectiveness of a flight director display in the hover
mode of operation of a UH-1H helicopter. All subjects had
been inactive with respect to flying for over a year, but
had previously held instrument qualifications in helicopters
Due to this lack of recent flight time and the unfamiliarity
of the subjects with the simulator, it was assumed that
each subject's performance would improve significantly as
the number of training runs increased, until a steady-
state level of performance was attained. This assumption
proved to be valid, as in all cases the subject's deviation
from optimum performance exhibited the characteristics of
an exponential decay function that asymptotically approached
each subject's maximum performance level. Optimum perform-
ance was defined to be minimum root mean square longitudinal
and height deviation from the reference point.
Prior to the beginning of each training session, all
subjects were informed of the task requirements, and the
mechanics of the operation of the simulator. The pilots
were instructed to maintain hovering position at the
reference point and to maintain altitude in gusty air.
The reference point was the center of a pad presented on
the cockpit display. The hovering altitude was 40 feet.
19

Additionally a visual picture of the display (Fig. 3)
was shown and thoroughly explained.
The display used in the simulation was 6.5 inches wide
and 7.5 inches high. A nominal eye-to-display distance
of 30 inches was used. The physical arrangement of the
cockpit and display are shown in Figure 1.
All test subjects were trained extensively on both the
baseline and flight director displays. The majority of
training time for the first three subjects was spent on
the baseline display since this proved to be the most
difficult to master. Subject four, however, performed quite
well initially with the baseline display, but required more
training on the flight director display. This was due to
a recurrent misinterpretation of the flight director.
In order to facilitate the learning process, each
subject was informed of his RMS longitudinal and height
deviation after each run. This proved to be more bene-
ficial to the pilots than the actual parameters for pitch,
pad size, and height deviation shown in Figure 3. Strip
chart recordings of all the variables of interest were
also made during the training sessions. This permitted
the monitoring of any large instantaneous control inputs
and subsequent large variations in performance data.
After the test subject achieved his maximum performance
level, a formal data session was held. Each subject com-
pleted ten runs on the baseline display and ten runs on
20

the director display in the following manner. Five runs
were completed with the baseline display and then five
runs performed with the director display. A short break
was then taken and the above sequence was repeated. The
subject was not informed of his performance on any run
until the entire data session was completed.
21

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Table IV lists the root mean square performance data
for all test subjects. Figures 4 through 11 graphically
depict the performance data obtained in both modes of
operation. For each subject, the mean value is indicated,
as well as plus and minus one standard deviation.
In each case the difference in performance between
the flight director mode of operation and the unaugmented
mode was substantial. All pilots showed a marked decrease
in longitudinal and vertical excursions from the hovering
reference position when utilizing the flight director
display. RMS position errors diminished by 16 to 45%
longitudinally, and 17 to 39% vertically. Although the
height deviation indicator was not equipped with a flight
director, the decrease in vertical excursions was considered
to be of major significance. The purpose of the flight
director was to decrease longitudinal excursions in the
hovering condition. This was to be accomplished by
presenting the information the pilot normally collects
by visually scanning the separate electro-mechanical
cockpit instruments as a single cyclic control command.
Intuitively, this would reduce the pilot's workload. The
marked decrease in vertical deviations was indicative of




Typical time histories of all variables monitored
(u, x, 6, q, h, h, 6„, 6~) for both modes of operation,
as well as the horizontal turbulence, are shown in
Figures 12 and 13. These analog records graphically depict
the decrease in control inputs required to accomplish the
task. In addition to the reduction in longitudinal and
vertical excursions and decrease in control inputs, Figures
4 through 11 show another significant effect of utilizing
the flight director. The marked decrease in standard
deviations observed was considered to be of major importance.
Table V shows the pilot ratings given to each mode of
operation. These ratings were obtained from the revised
Cooper-Harper Rating System shown in Table VI [Ref. 6].
As can be readily seen, the flight director system con-
sistently achieved a superior rating.
Pilot comments indicated that the flight director was
definitely an aid in achieving optimum performance, and
that it decreased pilot workload significantly. However,
all pilots reported that it was difficult to perceive
movement of the flight director when close to the center
of the pad. This problem could be alleviated by incor-
poration of a variable gain feature on the director.
In conclusion, it can be said that utilization of the
flight director in the precision hovering task significantly
improved pilot performance. Since one of the primary
requirements of VTOL vehicles is the ability to operate
from confined spaces, it is imperative that any instrumentation
23

used to achieve improved mean performance also provide
minimum standard deviation from that mean in order to ensure
safe and reliable operation. The results of this evaluation
have shown that utilization of the flight director resulted




UH-1H Normalized Longitudinal Stability
Derivatives Used in the Simulation
X = -0.0093397 1/sec
u
X = -0.00041791 1/sec
w
X = 19.296 ft/sec
Z = -0.0021356 1/sec
u
Z = -0.40395 1/sec
w
Z = 1.5145 ft/sec
q
M = 0.00095595 1/sec-ft
u
M = -0.0014526 1/sec-ft
w
M = -2.0295 1/sec
q
M^ = 0.0 1/ft
X
6
= 12.472 1/sec 2
B
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Z, = -0.30802 1/sec 2
B
6
Z^ = -96.066 1/sec 2
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L /U n = 3.33 sec*u
Although U
n
= and the "frozen turbulence" hypothesis
is, strictly speaking, no longer valid, the general form
of the turbulence spectrum above is retained. For
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Figure 12. Time Histories of Monitored
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APPENDIX A THE DIGITAL PROGRAM
INTEGER IGD(6),FRAME( 12) ,GSLP( 17) ,ACREF( 20) ,H0RIZ( 25),
1PAD( 10)
DIMENSION ITD(60), ITEXT(12), U6(1500)
NAMELIST MCDE,CY0,C0D,E16,E 17,E21,E23,E24,E25,SC
OUTPUT( 102) • SCALE THE DISPLAY, SC= '
INPUT (101
)





110 FRAME(I) = IPACMXtYt IDM)
GSLP(l) = IHEAD(0,7)
DO 120 1^2,12
READ ( 5,260) X, Y, IDM
X = SC*X
Y = SC*Y






130 ACREF(I) = I PACK(X,Y, IDM)
HORIZ(l) = I HEAD (0,3)
DC 140 1=2,5
READ (5,260) X,Y,IDM
140 HORIZ(I) = IPACK(X,Y, IDM)
PAD(l) = I HE AD (1,8)
DC 150 1=2,6
READ ( 5,260) X, Y, IDM
X = SC*X
Y = SC*Y
150 PAD( I) = IPACK(X,Y,IDM)
Al = A. 47 2
A 2 = 3. 53 6
A3 = 2.236





0MU4 = 1.3 96
CMU5 = 3.0
U DP = 9.9 5
T = 0.



















)» ENGAGE PATCHBOARDS, SELECT INPUT CONTROL, EX
D, AND SET SENSE SWITCH'
T (4HP 00. . 1 1 3 5.4HP001 , . 0037 , 4HP003 , . 2 2 70 , 4H
,4HP006, .3000,4HP012, . 173 ,4H°01 3 ,. 063 7 , 4HP0
HP015, .15G0,4HP022,. 10 10,4HP0 2 7, .63 99,4HP0 30
031, .3 66 8,4HP032, .6600 , 4HP 033 , . 3 80 ,*H P 034 ,
.
5, .5500,4HP03 7, .0 00 3 , 4HP.04 2 , . 1 60 1 , 4HP0 5 , . 16
.0093,4HP05 2, .0242 ,4HP053, .4040, 4HP054 , . 2179
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IDEV, I TFXT, 12, 10, 1,2, 2, IER I
80, I TEXT)
IDEV, I TEXT, 12, 12, 1,2, 2,1 ER)
90, ITEXT)
IDEV, ITEXT, 12, 14, 1,2, 2, IER)
00, I TEXT)
IDEV, IT EXT, 12, 16, 1,2, 2, IER)
10,1 TEXT)
IDEV, I TEXT, 12, 2 0, 1,2, 2, IER)
20,1 TEXT)
IDEV, I TEXT, 12, 2 2, 1,2, 2, IER)
30,1 TEXT)
IDEV, ITEXT, 12, 24, I , 2, 2, IER)






UG(I) = < 1./25.00)*(A1*SIN(SU1)+A2*SIN(SU2)+A3 :


















A MSP = 0.











IF (MODE.GT.l ) GO TO 220
MODE It BASIC DISPLAY
CALL GRAPHO ( I DE V , FRA ME , 1 2
,





















































































R 1 1 ( 2
R I Z ( 3
ADC LOCK (V)




























) = IP AC
} = I PAC
IZ(4) = I PAC












































































K ( X 2 , Y , )
K(Xl f Y t 1)
K(-X1,Y,0)
K(-X2, Y, 1)




X i , Y 1 , 1
)




, Y 1 , )
, Y 2 , 1 )
-XI ,Y3,0)
( X I , Y 3 , 1 )
EV,GSLP,17,3, IER)
EV,H0RIZ,25,4, IER)




21C CALL HOLD (500)
CALL STOPCLOCK
GO TO 2 50
MODE 2, FLIGHT DIRECTOR
220 CALL GRAPHC ( I DE\/ , FRA ME , 12 , 1 , I ER )







CALL READCLOCK ( V)






























































































*AS) *VAV+AMSA3*AV) /V|*VAV+AMSP*AV) /V
)*VAV*AMSQ*AV> /V
*GS ) *V AV+AMSGS* AV ) /
V
S D* G S D ) * V A V t-A M S G S 0* A V J / V
*DB ) * V AV + AM S D 3 * A V ) /
*DC)*VAV+AMSPC*AV) /V
*.6
* • 1 25
) = I PACK (-X1, Y»0)
) = I PACK (-X2.Y, 1)
) = IPACK(X2,Y,0>
) = I PACK (X If Y, 1)










































I PACK (0.0,X 1,0)
IPACK(0.0,Y, 1)
I PACK (-X1 , Y, 1)








































































GSLPi 1 7 ) =











( IDEV,GSLP,17 t 3,IER)(IDEV,HORIZ,25t4, IER)
(IDEV,PAD,10,5, IER )
40 CALL HOLD (500)
CALL STOPCLOCK
50 CONTINUE
THIS SECTION TAKES INTEGRATED SQUARE VAL
GENERATES ROOT MEAN SQUARE PERFORMANCE V
UES AND
ALUES.
CALL DGINIT ( I HE V , IGD, 6 , 1 ER
)
RMSX = 1 50 .*SQRT ( AMSX
)
RMSAS = 34.*SQRT( AMSAS)
RMSP = .5*SQRT< MSP)
RMSQ = ,2* SORT ( AM SO)
RMSGS = IOO.*SQRT(AMSGSJ
RNSGSD = 20.*SQRT( AMSGSD)
RMSDb = SQRT(AMSDB)




WRIT E [ 6,360 ) R MSX , RMS AS, RM SP , RMSQ, RMSGS , RMSGSD, RMSDB,
1RMSDC
























THIS IS A HELICOPTER
PROBLEM REQUIRING THE AD J
POWER AND PITCH ATTITUDE
A STEADY HOVER IN TUPBULE
WHEN READY TO BEGIN,
RED BUTTON ON THE COLLECT
THE TASK WILL LAST FOR 90
1 « )
40 FORMAT { •O* , 'DISPLAY MODE • ,11/)
50 FORMAT ('OS 'UPDATE RATE AVERAGED ' ,F8.5
1ECCND'/ )
































, F 8 • 5, ' RAD/SEC'/'O' ,
' ,F8.5, FT'/'O',
' ,F8.5, FT/SEC /'0« ,
1
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